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Abstract
Survey experiments oftenmanipulate thedescriptionof attributes in a hypothetical scenario,with the goal of

learning about those attributes’ real-world effects. Such inferences rely on anunderappreciated assumption:

experimental conditions must be information equivalent (IE) with respect to background features of the

scenario. IE is often violated because subjects, when presentedwith information about one attribute, update

their beliefs about others too. Labeling a country “a democracy,” for example, affects subjects’ beliefs about

the country’s geographic location. When IE is violated, the effect of themanipulation need not correspond to

the quantity of interest (the effect of beliefs about the focal attribute). We formally define the IE assumption,

relating it to the exclusion restriction in instrumental-variable analysis. We show how to predict IE violations

ex ante and diagnose them ex post with placebo tests. We evaluate three strategies for achieving IE. Abstract

encouragement is ineffective. Specifying background details reduces imbalance on the specified details

and highly correlated details, but not others. Embedding a natural experiment in the scenario can reduce

imbalance on all background beliefs, but raises other issues. We illustrate with four survey experiments,

focusing on an extension of a prominent study of the democratic peace.

Keywords: survey experiments, survey design, natural experiments, causal inference

1 Introduction

The survey experiment is among the most important recent additions to the political scientist’s

toolbox. The defining feature of such experiments is the deliberate and typically random

manipulation of some aspect of the survey protocol (Marsden andWright 2010, 838). Early survey

experiments were narrowly methodological, but after the development of computer-assisted

survey technology in the 1980s, social scientists increasingly used them to investigate substantive

research questions (Sniderman and Grob 1996). Survey experiments have since become a core

methodological tool in political science. Their prevalence has increased rapidly in recent years,

and they now appear in almost 1% of all articles published in the discipline’s top journals (see

Section A of the online Supplementary Appendix).

The appeal of survey experiments stems in large part from their combination of internal and

external validity, which makes them a powerful tool for “inferring how public opinion works
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in the real world” (Gaines, Kuklinski, and Quirk 2007, 4). As the foregoing quotation suggests,

substantive survey experiments are designed to shed light on the real-world effects of some

attribute or factor, what Barabas and Jerit (2010) call the “natural treatment.” In many survey

experiments, the real-world effects of interest are informational—that is, they concern how

people react to the content and format of information presented to them. For instance, how are

attitudes toward anti-poverty programs affected by whether these programs are called “welfare”

or “assistance to thepoor” (Gilens 2002, 236)?Howdoes the framingandsequencingof competing

arguments influence support for anti-terrorism legislation (Chong and Druckman 2010)? How

do the attributes included in profiles of immigrants affect support for granting them citizenship

(Hainmueller, Hangartner, and Yamamoto 2015)? To learn about real-world informational effects

such as these, survey experiments manipulate the information presented to survey subjects

and compare the responses of subjects assigned to different informational conditions. Although

informational survey experiments can be complicated by questions of external validity, causal

mechanisms, and other issues, interpreting their results is greatly simplified by the fact that the

natural treatment—the presentation of information—closely corresponds towhat the experiment

manipulates.

Inother surveyexperiments, however, the relationshipbetween theexperimentalmanipulation

and the real-world treatment ismoreproblematic. This isparticularly trueof experiments studying

epistemic effects: the effects of changing subjects’ beliefs about some factor of interest, holding

constant beliefs about background features of the scenario (“backgroundbeliefs”). In some cases,

epistemic effects correspond to well-defined real-world treatments. Does passing a budget on

time, for example, increase the governing party’s electoral support in the next election (Butler

and Powell 2014)? When epistemic effects are well defined in this way, background beliefs pertain

to those factors that in the real world are not affected by treatment (e.g., in the case of an

on-time budget, the party’s seat share in the previous election). For other epistemic effects, the

natural treatment is less clear, but it is still possible to imagine interventions that manipulate the

real-world factor of interest. Examples include the skill level of potential immigrants (Hainmueller

andHiscox 2010) and, to use our running example in this paper, a country’s regime type (Tomz and

Weeks 2013). Finally, some epistemic effects concern nonmanipulable quantities such as gender

or race. Desante (2013), for example, is interested in the degree to which differences in support for

blackandwhitewelfareapplicants areexplainedby “racial animus” rather thanbeliefs that are the

basis of “principled conservatism,” such as work ethic. Though not well-defined manipulations,

these sorts of epistemic effects still require holding constant some beliefs (cf. Butler and Homola

2017). Despite their differences, what unifies studies of epistemic effects is their goal of inducing

different subjects to consider two alternative versions of a scenario, one in which the factor of

interest is present and one in which it is absent, without affecting subjects’ background beliefs.

Random assignment of survey versions, however, is not sufficient to make inferences about

epistemic effects. Rather, an additional assumption is required: the assumption that the survey

manipulation is information equivalent (IE) with respect to relevant background features of the

scenario (cf. Sher and McKenzie 2006).1 Only if the IE assumption holds can response differences

between versions of the survey be attributed to differences in subjects’ beliefs about the factor

of interest. The problem, however, is that manipulating information about a particular attribute

will generally alter respondents’ beliefs about background attributes in the scenario as well, thus

violating information equivalence.Manipulatingwhether a country is described as “a democracy”

or “not a democracy,” for example, is likely to affect subjects’ beliefs about such background

features as the country’s geographic location or demographic composition. If it does, then any

1 Though epistemic effects entail holding all background beliefs fixed, they can be estimated if IE holds with respect to

beliefs that are “relevant” in the sense that theymay affect the outcome. The rest of the paper implicitly presumes that all

background beliefs are relevant in this sense.
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differences between experimental groups cannot be reliably attributed to the effects of the beliefs

of interest.

Survey experimentalists recognize, of course, that the relationship between survey results and

real-world phenomena is far from automatic. Indeed, seminar discussions of survey experiments

frequently center on whether the estimated effects are due to the construct of interest or some

other aspect of the manipulated text. Moreover, a few published works do reference the specific

problem we describe.2 These include our running example of Tomz and Weeks (2013), who note

that previous survey experiments on the democratic peace failed to specify attributes of the

scenario “that could confound the relationship between shared democracy and public support

for war,” such as whether “the country was also an ally, a major trading partner, or a powerful

adversary” (849, 853; contrast with Mintz and Geva 1993; Johns and Davies 2012). According to

our review of the survey-experimental literature, however, the IE assumption and the problems

causedby its violationarenotwidely appreciated.Only 14%of scenario-based surveyexperiments

in our review evince any awareness of the problem.3 Nor has any work in political science

systematically considered the issue of IE in survey experiments. Applied researchers have thus

received little guidance on predicting IE violations, diagnosing themwhen they occur, or avoiding

them in the first place.

We contribute on all these fronts. First, we provide a formal definition of the IE assumption

in the context of survey experiments, noting its close connection to exclusion restrictions in

instrumental-variable (IV) analysis. As with IV exclusion restrictions, if the IE assumption is

violated, the effect of the experimentalmanipulation has nonecessary relationshipwith the effect

of beliefs about the attribute of interest. We further show that the IE assumption has testable

implications—that background attributes of the scenario should be balanced across experimental

conditions—which can and should be evaluated using placebo tests. To predict the precise form

of this imbalance, we propose (and find support for) a realistic Bayesian model of respondent

updating, under which imbalance should roughly resemble confounding in observational studies

of the real-world attribute of interest.

We also evaluate three experimental designs that may help achieve information equivalence:

abstract encouragement, covariate control, and embedded natural experiments, the last of which

is our own invention. We find that abstract encouragement, which asks subjects to consider the

scenario in the abstract rather than thinking of real-world examples, is not effective at reducing

imbalance on background beliefs. Covariate control (CC), which entails specifying the values

of background attributes in order to prevent respondents from updating about them, reduces

imbalance only on attributes that are explicitly or implicitly controlled. The embedded natural

experiment (ENE) design,which constructs a scenario inwhich the attribute of interest is randomly

or haphazardly assigned, tends to reduce imbalance on all background characteristics. We draw

empirical support for these conclusions from four survey experiments, focusing mainly on an

extension of Tomz and Weeks’s study of the democratic peace. We conclude by discussing the

strengths and weaknesses of CC and ENE designs and offering recommendations for applied

survey experimentalists.

2 Formal Exposition

In this section we formally define the real-world and survey quantities of interest (QOIs) and the

role of information equivalence in linking them. For ease of exposition, we focus on cases where

2 Previous works have used a variety of terms for violations of information equivalence: “information leakage” (Sher and

McKenzie 2006; Tomz and Weeks 2013, 853), “confounding” (Tomz and Weeks 2013, 849; Dafoe, Zhang, and Caughey

2015), “masking” and “aliasing” (Hainmueller, Hopkins, and Yamamoto 2014, 5, 25), violations of “excludability” (Butler

and Homola 2017), and “bundled” or “compound” treatments.

3 The studies we identified in our review were Brader, Valentino, and Suhay (2008), Hainmueller and Hiscox (2010), Tomz

and Weeks (2013), Baker (2015, 98, 103), and Kertzer and Brutger (2016, Appendices 7–9).
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the real-world QOI is the total causal effect of a single binary treatment, but our basic conclusions

also hold under more general conditions (see SI, Appendix B).

Epistemic effects should generally be defined in relation to real-world quantities. Accordingly,

it is important first to clarify what those quantities are before discussing survey estimands. The

types of survey experiments we focus on are typically motivated by a substantive causal question

of the following form: How does some causal factor D ∗ affect some outcome Y ∗ in the real
world? Tomz andWeeks (2013), for example, are interested in how a country’s regime type affects

democratic publics’ willingness to use force against it. Though the question of interest may be

general, well-defined counterfactuals involve specification of context, either a specific state of the

world, a distribution over such states, or a class of states. We denote the class of scenarios that

the researcher has in mind by �. In Tomz and Weeks (2013), for instance, � includes scenarios

in which another country is developing nuclear weapons and has specified trade levels, alliance

relationships, andmilitary strength. For aparticular scenario s ∈ �, the real-worldeffect of interest
is

τ∗s ≡Y ∗s (D ∗s = 1) −Y ∗s (D ∗s = 0), (1)

whereY ∗s (D ∗s = d ) is the potential outcome whenD ∗s is set to d .
Defining the scenario class � as clearly as possible, at least in the researcher’s own mind, is

important both because τ∗s may vary across (aswell aswithin) scenario classes and because doing
so helps identify the background conditions B∗s that D ∗s does not affect (e.g., because they are
pre-treatment).4 In Tomz and Weeks (2013), for instance, these background conditions include

characteristics such as the continent on which the target country is located, which presumably

predates the country’s regime type. BecauseD ∗s does not affectB∗s , the latter does not vary within
the counterfactual comparison of interest in (1). In formal terms:

Equivalence of Background Features: B∗s (D ∗s = 1) = B∗s (D ∗s = 0).5 (2)

Note that equivalence of background features is not an additional assumption, but rather an

implication of the definition of τ∗s in (1).
To gain insight into the real-world counterfactual comparison in (1), survey experimentalists

seek to evoke analogous scenarios in subjects’minds and compare their responses. To do so, they

present each survey subject i with a scenario description that includes detailsX , with the goal of

ensuring that all subjects are considering scenarios in some set �.6 In addition, the experiment

randomly varies a textual element Zi ∈ {0, 1}, which is intended to manipulate subjects’ beliefs

Di ∈ {0, 1} about the causal factor of interest. The survey vignette in Tomz and Weeks (2013),

for example, describes the trade, alliances, and military strength of a country that is developing

nuclear weapons (X ) and labels the country either “a democracy” (Zi = 1) or “not a democracy”

(Zi = 0). Let Yi denote the outcome of interest (e.g., i ’s support for a preventive attack on the

country), and let Bi represent beliefs about background features of the scenario (e.g., whether i

believes the country is located in Europe). For easeof exposition,weassume that beliefs about the

factor of interestD do not affect background beliefs B (we relax this condition in SI, Appendix B).

4 Defining B∗s as pre-treatment simplifies the exposition, but we note that for many studies the real-world QOI does hold
fixed some characteristics potentially affected by the cause of interest (e.g., trade in Tomz and Weeks 2013). There is no

formal problem with doing this (see SI, Appendix B), but it complicates the definition of the real-world QOI and its survey

counterpart, underscoring the importance of clearly defining these QOIs.

5 Where B∗s (D ∗s = d ) is B∗s ’s potential value withD ∗s set to d .
6 Ideally, survey experiments would ensure that all subjects consider the same scenario s ∈ �. However, because subjects
cannot be prevented from idiosyncratically “filling in” missing details of the scenario, we regard this as generally

impossible. Thus the best that can be done is ensure that whatever scenario subject i considers is within a desired set �.
The goal of providing textual details X is to induce subjects to consider only scenarios in �.
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Figure 1. Graphical illustration of information equivalence in survey experiments, for the case in which B
precedes D . Z denotes the survey manipulation, X other scenario details, B background beliefs, D beliefs

about the causal factor of interest,Y the outcome, andU unobserved common causes ofD ,B , andY . In this
graph, if the dashed path Z → B is absent (A4), then and the IE assumption holds.

Under this assumption, the epistemic effect of interest is

τi ≡Yi (Di = 1) −Yi (Di = 0). (3)

Suppose that instead of manipulating Z , a survey simply presented all respondents with

a scenario that contained no direct information about the attribute of interest. Although

respondents’ beliefs D would probably still vary, comparingY across respondents with different

values ofD (supposingwe couldmeasureD ) would not provide a consistent estimate ofD ’s effect

because D andY (as well as B ) are likely to share unobserved common causesU (e.g., subjects’

worldview and personality traits; see Figure 1). This is the motivation for survey experiments,

which seek to induce exogenous variation inD by randomly varying Z . If Zi is randomly assigned

(A1) and the stable unit treatment value assumption holds (A2), the difference of means across

experimental conditions is an unbiased estimate of the “intent-to-treat” (ITT) effect:

ITT ≡ �[Yi (Zi = 1) −Yi (Zi = 0)]. (4)

Unfortunately, even assumptions A1 and A2 are not sufficient for the ITT effect to entail

conclusions about the distribution of τi . This inferential link is justified, however, under the

standard assumptions of IV analysis (Angrist, Imbens, andRubin 1996). First, in addition toA1 and

A2, the effect of Z onD must bemonotonic and nonzero for some subjects (A3). This is typically

plausible unless some subjects react perversely to the information provided. Amore problematic

assumption—and the critical one for our purposes—is the IV exclusion restriction: Z affectsY only

throughD (A4),which rulesout effects throughB . Together, assumptionsA1–A4ensure that the

ITT effect has the same sign as the complier average causal effect (CACE),

CACE ≡ �[τi �{Di (Zi = 1) − Di (Zi = 0) = 1}]. (5)

If researchers only care whether the CACE is positive or negative, estimating the ITT is sufficient to

make this inference. However, if they are also interested in the magnitude of the CACE, the latter

can be estimated under assumptionsA1–A4 as long asD is measured (without error).

The bottom line is that in order for the estimands identified by the survey experiment (the ITT

and, ifD is observed, the CACE) to entail conclusions about the epistemic QOI (the effect ofD on

Y , holding B constant), the four canonical assumptions of IV analysis (or assumptions at least as
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strong)must be satisfied.7 A crucial (and testable) implicationof the IV assumptions—inparticular,

of the exclusion restriction (A4)—is that different versions of the survey do not affect subjects’

beliefs about background characteristics:

Information Equivalence of Background Features: Bi (Zi = 1) = Bi (Zi = 0) �i . (6)

If the IE assumption in (6) holds, then all background beliefs should be balanced in expectation

across randomized treatment conditions. If IE fails, neither the ITT nor the estimated CACE has

any necessary relationship to the epistemic QOI τi , let alone the real-world QOI τ
∗
s .

3 Predicting and Diagnosing IE Violations
Whether the IE assumption holds depends on how subjects update in response to new

information. Most existing studies of epistemic effects implicitly presume that subjects respond

to the information in the experimental manipulation Z by updating their beliefs about overtly

specified attributes D , but not their background beliefs B . Only if this is true are experimental

conditions likely tobe IEwith respect tobackgroundcharacteristics.Unfortunately, such restricted

updating is unlikely under almost any plausible model of human information processing.

Consider, for instance, a “realistic Bayesian” model of information processing. This model has

two components. First, it holds that the relevant prior beliefs of survey respondents are realistic,

in that they reflect the relationships among different attributes in the real world. For example,

becausedemocracyandEuropean locationarepositively correlated in the realworld, respondents

should believe that a country described as “a democracy” is more likely to be in Europe than

one described as “not a democracy.” Second, the model holds that survey respondents are

Bayesian updaters—that is, given their priors, they respond to new information by updating their

beliefs according to the laws of conditional probability. The realistic Bayesianmodel thus predicts

that respondents will in general react to survey manipulations by updating their beliefs about

any attribute that in the real world is correlated with the information provided in the survey

manipulation.A Only if they perceive the attribute of interest to be independent of (and thus to

convey no information about) background conditions will subjects not update their background

beliefs.

The realistic Bayesian model predicts not only that IE will often be violated, but also the

precise form of these violations. Specifically, it predicts that the imbalance on background

beliefs between experimental conditions should resemble covariate imbalance in analogous

observational studies. Thus, for example, the factors that confound real-world studies of the

democratic peace—trade, geography, culture—should also “confound” survey experiments on

the same topic. This specificity is valuable because it enables scholars to formulate precise

predictions about the probable form of IE violations and to design their survey experiment so

as to diagnose and ameliorate them. As we show below, we find substantial empirical evidence

that survey subjects update their beliefs in a manner consistent with the realistic Bayesian

model.B We emphasize, however, that other plausible models of information processing, such

as those emphasizing stereotypes or heuristics (e.g., Kahneman and Tversky 1973), would also

predict IE violations, though of a different form.C Whatever updating model researchers adopt,

the important thing is that it generate testable predictions about how the survey manipulation is

likely to affect background beliefs.

Just as observational researchers validate their identification assumptions by conducting

placebo tests of effects assumed to be zero (Sekhon 2009), so too should survey experimentalists

7 An alternative approach would be to employ mediation analysis (Imai et al. 2011; Acharya, Blackwell, and Sen,

forthcoming), as Tomz and Weeks (2013) in fact do. The problem with mediation analysis is that it requires assumptions

that are typically at least as strong as the IV assumptions andmore difficult to validate empirically. For further discussion,

see Section 6.3.
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validate the IE assumption by testing balance on background beliefs across experimental groups.

Models of information updating are useful in this regard because they predict which background

beliefs are likely to be imbalanced and in what direction, leading to more powerful placebo tests.

Presuming that the real-world effect of interest is a well-defined causal effect, the ideal placebo

belief is one that (1) is affected by Z under plausible information-processing models, (2) affects

the survey outcomeY , and (3) does not concern an attribute affected by the factor of interest in

the real world (for more details, see SI, Appendix C). Since each placebo belief will likely satisfy

some of these criteria better than others, we recommend conductingmultiple placebo tests, each

of which lies on the frontier of this criteria space.

4 Preventing IE Violations

While it is important todiagnose IE violations if they exist, it is better toprevent themtobeginwith.

Here, we discuss three strategies for achieving IE: abstract encouragement, CC, and ENEs. After

describing these strategies, we thenmove to an example inwhichwe compare their performance.

4.1 Abstract encouragement
Abstract encouragement is our term for asking respondents to consider the scenario or vignette

in abstract terms, using a statement such as the following: “For scientific validity the situation

is general, and is not about a specific country in the news today” (Tomz and Weeks 2013, 853).

The primary argument in favor of abstract designs has been that they can yield more externally

valid or generalizable results (Mutz 2011, 158; Tomz and Weeks 2013, 860). But researchers might

also expect abstract designs to reduce imbalance on background attributes by encouraging

respondents to avoid using real-world data to inform their beliefs about the scenario. Based

on the realistic Bayesian model, however, we anticipate that abstract encouragement will not

systematically improve balance on background beliefs.

4.2 Covariate control
The second strategyweconsider iswhatwecall covariate control,which is bothmore commonand

more explicitly aimed at IE than abstract encouragement. To the extent that survey-experimental

studies have recognized the importance of IE, they havemainly addressed it through this strategy.

In a CC design, the survey vignette includes additional details designed to fix respondents’

beliefs about background characteristics that might be correlated with beliefs about the factor

of interest. In some studies, the additional details are identical across experimental conditions,

but in others themain surveymanipulation is crossedwith variation in the controls. An especially

elaborate form of the latter kind of CC is conjoint analysis (Hainmueller, Hopkins, and Yamamoto

2014), a high-dimensional factorial experiment that varies many attributes of the vignette

simultaneously.D

Based on the realistic Bayesian model, we anticipate that CC designs will operate in a manner

similar to covariate adjustment in observational studies: they will reduce or eliminate imbalance

on the controlled variables and perhaps on related variables, but they will not reduce imbalance

on characteristics not correlated with the controls. In fact, they can even amplify imbalance and

bias if, for example, one controls for a characteristic affected by treatment. In short, we anticipate

that CC will typically provide only a partial solution to IE violations in survey experiments.

4.3 Embedded natural experiments
The third strategy is to employ an ENE. This strategy is motivated by the realistic Bayesian model,

whichpredicts that the surveymanipulationwill influence respondents’ beliefs aboutbackground

attributes unless they perceive the content of the manipulation to be statistically independent

of—and thus to convey no information about—those attributes. In other words, a Bayesian will
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not update their beliefs about background features of the scenario if and only if they believe the

causal factor of interest was as good as randomly assigned in the scenario world.

The survey manipulation itself is, of course, random, but the crucial question is whether

respondents perceive the assignment of the causal factor in the scenario to be (as-if) random. In

the absence of information indicating that it was, a realistic Bayesian respondent will rely on their

prior knowledge of how the treatment in question is usually assigned in the real world—which in

nearly every context is nonrandom. The crux of the ENE design is giving respondents additional

information that leads them to believe that treatment exposure in the scenario was as good as

random. The design does so by embedding in the scenario a description of a natural experiment

in which treatment assignment is as-if random.

The most straightforward ENEs involve a lottery or other form of transparent random process.

Consider, for example, a surveyexperiment that examineswhether subsidizingchildcare increases

employees’ willingness to take a time-consuming promotion (Latura 2015). Simply manipulating

whether a hypothetical firm is described as subsidizing childcare will probably not isolate

the effect of interest because respondents know that some kinds of firms (e.g., ones with a

family-friendly culture) are more likely to offer this policy, and these inferences may affect their

decisionwhether to accept thepromotion. In theENEversionof this experiment,whichwediscuss

later, the firm is described as having a limited number of subsidized childcare slots that are

assignedby a random lottery; the surveymanipulation iswhether the respondentwins the lottery.

Assuming respondents perceive the lottery outcome to be truly random, they should not update

their inferences about the background attributes of the firm (but see Section 6.2 for complications

that arise in practice).

More generally, ENEs may involve any treatment assignment mechanism that is at least

approximately independent of background attributes. In many cases, these will involve incidents

or phenomena that, if not strictly random, are at least accidental. Examples include the outcome

of an assassination attempt (Jones and Olken 2009) or an episode in which two fighter jets

either collide or barely miss each other (Dafoe, Hatz, and Zhang 2018). ENEs based on other

quasi-experimental designs, such as regression discontinuity, are also possible. In practice, ENEs

will fall somewhere on a spectrum of as-if randomness, just as observational natural experiments

do (Dunning 2012).E

The key criterion for evaluating ENE designs is not whether the ENE is strictly random, but

whether respondents perceive it to be independent of background attributes and update their

beliefs accordingly (i.e., information equivalence). Aswehavedescribed, the IE assumption canbe

tested empirically using placebo tests. In general, we expect that well-designed ENEs will exhibit

less evidenceof IE violations thanabstract encouragementorCCdesigns.UnlikeCCdesigns,which

should be expected to balance only explicitly controlled attributes and their close relatives, ENEs

should balance beliefs about all background attributes, regardless of whether they are explicitly

controlled. This, of course, is the signal advantage of design-based observational studies over

“selection-on-observables” identification strategies. ENE designs, however, are not always easy

or even possible to construct. Moreover, the description of the natural experiment may change

the treatment and estimand in ways that raise questions of interpretation and generalizability.

We discuss these issues further below, but we first turn to empirical examples of IE in survey

experiments.

5 An Application to the Democratic Peace

Weevaluate evidence of IE violations, and the effectiveness of the various strategies formitigating

them, using several applications.8 The first and most elaborate is a replication and extension

8 Replication files for all the analyses in this paper can be downloaded from Dafoe et al. (2017).
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of Tomz and Weeks’s (2013) survey experiment on the mass basis for the democratic peace.

Using placebo tests, we show that randomly manipulating whether a target country is described

as democratic is not sufficient to prevent respondents from updating their beliefs about the

background attributes of the country, potentially biasing the effect of interest. We further

demonstrate that abstract encouragementdoes little tomitigate these violationsof IE, and that CC

does so only on attributes explicitly or indirectly controlled in the vignette. An ENE design is most

effectiveat achieving IE. Figure3andAppendixD in theSIdemonstrate theuseof an IVestimator to

estimate the CACE in this study, and discusses relevant assumptions and issues of interpretation.

5.1 Survey design
On July 1–3, 2015, we used the Qualtrics survey platform to survey 3,080 Americans recruited

through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk).9 The basic setup of our survey experiment adhered

closely to Tomz and Weeks (2013). We presented respondents with a vignette in which a country

is developing nuclear weapons, randomly manipulated whether the country is described as a

democracy, and asked whether respondents supported using military force against the country

(among other questions). In addition to the main manipulation (democracy/nondemocracy), we

also varied experimental conditions on twoother dimensions designed to assess the effectiveness

of different strategies for improving balance on background beliefs. The first dimension was

whether respondents were assigned to receive abstract encouragement. The second dimension

consisted of three versions of the vignette: a basic vignette that provided respondents with little

information about the country besides the democracy manipulation; a CC vignette that included

details about the target country; and an ENE vignette that described an assassination attempt as

a source of as-if random variation in regime type.

In the basic vignette design, respondents first read the scenario background:

(S1) A country is developing nuclear weapons and will have its first nuclear bomb within

six months. The country could then use its missiles to launch nuclear attacks against any

country in the world.

Respondents then read a description of the country’s regime type, randomly manipulated to be

democratic or nondemocratic:

(Zbasic) [The country isnot a democracy and shows no sign of becoming a democracy. / The

country is a democracy and shows every sign that it will remain a democracy.]

Finally, respondents read the conclusion of the scenario:

(S2) The country’s motives remain unclear, but if it builds nuclear weapons, it will have the

power to blackmail or destroy other countries. The country had refused all requests to stop

its nuclear weapons program.

The CC design was identical to the basic design, except that after Zbasic respondents read

information about the country’s military capabilities, trade, and alliances. The text of these

controls was taken from Tomz and Weeks (2013), and like them we randomly varied the values

of these details.

The ENE design began with a description in which the regime type varied as follows:

(ZENE) Five years ago a country, Country A, was a fragile democracy. It had a democratically

elected government, headed by a popular president. At the time, a well-researched U.S.

9 See SI, Appendix F for a complete description of the survey design and SI, Appendix G for the full summary of our analysis.

Our study preregistration and preanalysis plan can be found at EGAP (http://e-gap.org/design-registration/registered-

designs/).
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State Department report concluded that without this president, there was a very high

probability that the country’s military would overthrow the government to set up a

dictatorship.

Two years ago at a public event, a disgruntled military officer shot at the president of

Country A. [The president was hit in the head and did not survive the attack. In the

political vacuum that followed the president’s death, the country’s military overthrew the

democratically elected government. Today, Country A is a military dictatorship. / The

president was hit in the shoulder and survived the attack. The country’s democratically

elected government survived the political turmoil. Today, Country A is still a democracy.]

After reading the vignette, respondents were asked about their support for using force against

the target country, as well as demographic questions and questions related to the placebos,

potential mechanisms, and the treatment. We randomized the order of all these questions (we

did not detect any relevant question-order effects; see the online Supplementary Appendix C). In

order to conduct placebo tests, we asked respondents about their beliefs regarding the following

background attributes of the target country: region, GDP, religion, race, oil reserves, alliance with

the United States, trade with the United States, joint military exercise with the United States, FDI in

the United States, andmilitary spending. All of these variables except the last were selected based

on the criteria described in SI, Appendix C: they are at least partly pre-treatment, are correlated

with regime type in the real world, and plausibly affect public support for military action.F To

minimize the risk of respondents’ thinking that these attributes could be affected by democracy

in the real world, the questions asked subjects about the attributes’ values ten years in the past.

5.2 Placebo tests
Figure 2 summarizes the main results for the placebo tests (for more details, see SI, Appendix G).

They reveal clear evidenceof imbalanceonbackgroundattributes, in amanner consistentwith the

realistic Bayesian model. The imbalance is most pervasive in the basic design: for every placebo

variable, mean equality between the two experimental conditions can be rejected at the 5% level,

in every case in the direction predicted by the realistic Bayesianmodel. Subjects who are told that

the country is a democracy are more likely to perceive it as having the characteristics associated

with democracies in the real world, such as being more likely to have higher GDP per capita, to

have populations that are majority Christian and white, to not have large oil reserves, to have an

alliancewith theUnitedStates andhave conducted a jointmilitary exercisewith theUnitedStates,

and to trade with and invest in the United States. Across all vignette versions, subjects assigned

to receive abstract encouragement exhibited similar imbalance, suggesting that as implemented

abstract encouragement is ineffective at achieving IE.

Like the basic design, the CC design exhibits large imbalances on placebo attributes that were

not controlled (region, GDP, religion, race, and oil reserves). On attributes that were explicitly

(alliance and trade) or indirectly (joint military exercise and FDI) controlled, the imbalance is

less extreme, but it was almost never completely eliminated. The CC design did succeed in

eliminating imbalance on military spending, but even in the basic design this was the least-

imbalanced attribute, probably because (as we predicted ex ante) democracy has no clear

real-world relationship with military spending.

The ENE design was by far the most effective at reducing imbalance on placebo attributes. For

most placebos, the imbalance is much less severe than for the other two designs, and in no case

was it detectably worse. Strikingly, even attributes that were explicitly controlled in the CC design

were more balanced in the ENE design. This result is not a symptom of a weak manipulation,

as the ENE manipulation’s effect on perceived regime was nearly as great as the other designs

(Figure 3; SI, Appendix D). Overall, the results suggest that just as natural experiments, when truly
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Figure 2. Placebo tests by vignette type.

as-if random, tend to yield plausible causal inferences in observational studies, so too are ENEs a

potentially effective strategy for credible causal inference in survey experiments.

As it happens, in this case an ENEdesign does not lead to qualitatively different inferences from

either aBasic designof the sort employedbyMintz andGeva (1993) or aCCdesign like that of Tomz

and Weeks (2013). As Figure 3 shows, the estimated ITT effect on support for war is slightly larger

in the ENE design than the other two designs, and the estimated CACE is even more clearly so.

Regardless of the design used, then, the results suggest that believing a hypothetical opponent

to be a democracy causes citizens to be less supportive of usingmilitary force against it (for more

details, see SI, Appendix G).
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Figure 3. Effect estimates from different versions of the democratic peace experiment. The error bars

represent the 95% and 99% confidence intervals.

6 Extensions to Other Studies

We have extended these methods to several other studies, three of which we summarize here.

6.1 Effects of coercive harm
Dafoe, Hatz, and Zhang (2018) investigate whether harm experienced in a coercive context

provokes resolve and desire for retaliation, through survey experiments fielded in China and

the United States (SI, Appendix H). The scenario depicts China and the United States engaged

in a tense dispute in the East China Sea. In the basic design of the survey given to American

respondents (n = 705), the control describes the dispute, the treatment also describes China

shootingdownaUSmilitary plane for trespassing inChinese airspace. In theENEversion (n = 731)

the US plane is made to crash (or not) in an as-if random way, that is nevertheless part of the

coercive context: “theChineseplanewas flyingdangerousmaneuvers around theAmericanplane,

making several close passes. On the third pass the planes [almost collided/collided]. . . .” Figure 4

showshowperceptions of hostilemilitary intentwere imbalanced in the basic design, but become

balanced in the ENE design. The ENE design thus has a claim to better isolating the causal factor

of interest: harm in a coercive context.

Figure 4. Placebo test results fromDafoe, Hatz, and Zhang (2018). The error bars represent the 95%and 99%

confidence intervals.
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6.2 Effects of subsidized childcare
Latura (2015) examines whether people are more likely to accept a time-consuming promotion if

their firm provides subsidized high-quality extended-hours childcare. With Latura, we compared

a basic to ENE design (see SI, Appendix I). In the basic design (n = 771), after reading about

other aspects of their situation and the firm, some subjects were informed that “the company

you work at subsidizes the cost of high-quality, extended-hours childcare for employees.” The

ENE design (n = 1003) informed all respondents that their firm operates an “on-site, high-quality,

extended-hours day-care center open from6:00AM to 10:00PMonweekdays. The center is free for

employees, but slots are allocated via random lottery.” The control group was then told that they

did not win a day-care slot; the treatment group that they did.G Figure 5 shows that all placebo

variables are imbalanced in the basic design. The ENE design reduces imbalance relative to the

basic one but does not fully eliminate it.

The imbalance in the ENE design suggests that subjects either updated their beliefs in

non-Bayesian fashion or did not believe that the lottery was random with the same probability.

One subtle possibility is that since we did not specify the probability of winning the lottery, a

respondent in control could reasonably infer that there were only a few spots allocated by lottery

(e.g., the lottery was a public relations stunt), whereas a respondent in treatment could infer that

many spots were allocated. If this was the problem, then it reveals how careful one must be in

constructing anENE tomake sure the respondents not only perceive treatment to be as-if random,

but as-if randomwith the same probability across conditions.

6.3 Why is Latoya discriminated against?
Finally, we replicated and extended Desante’s (2013) study of whether and why Americans are

morewilling to supportwelfare forpeoplewhoarewhite thanblack.Ourbasic designmanipulates

the name of the welfare applicant (e.g., Emily vs. Latoya), and holds constant the number and

age of the applicant’s children. Following Desante (2013), our CC design additionally includes a

“Worker Quality Assessment” (with values of “Poor” or “Excellent”). In doing so, the CC design

hopes to rule out “principled conservative” reasons for discrimination, leaving only “racial

animus” as the basis for discrimination. For placebo questions, we sought characteristics that

would be the basis for “principled conservative” discrimination, which led us to a set of questions

Figure 5. Placebo test results from Latura (2015). The error bars represent the 95% and 99% confidence

intervals.
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Figure 6. Placebo test results from the replication and expansion of Desante (2013). The error bars represent

the 95% and 99% confidence intervals.

from the North Carolinawelfare agency.H We also included two additional questions: whether the

applicant grew up in a low socio-economic status (SES) family and whether the applicant is likely

to have another child in the next two years.I

Figure 6 (full details in SI, Appendix J) shows how the CC design (n = 312) reduced imbalance

relative to the basic design (n = 156), though there was still imbalance on their SES as a child and

probability of having a child in the future. These results suggest that DeSante’s control strategy

successfully reduced imbalance on most characteristics that a “principled conservative” might

discriminate on (priorwork experience, criminal conviction), but not on all. Thus, while the results

in Desante (2013) do provide insight into the reasons for racial discrimination, caution is still

required before accepting this as definitive evidence of racial animus.

Studies of racial cues raise subtle issues about the causal estimand (Sen andWasow2016). This

is revealed by asking what would an ENE design look like if we wanted to manipulate subjects’

perception of someone’s race. It is difficult to imagine a process that as-if randomly assigns race,

independent of “background characteristics,” in large part because race is not a clearly defined

manipulable trait.J One alternative way forward is to define the treatment as an informational

cue that signals a person’s race and attempt to decompose the mechanisms by which this

cue affects the outcome (Acharya, Blackwell, and Sen, forthcoming). This approach entails

providing information regarding potential mediators, with the goal of fixing those mediators

and identifying the controlled direct effect of the cue (e.g., the portion not mediated through

a principled conservative basis for discrimination). While this strategy is potentially promising,

Acharya, Blackwell, and Sen (forthcoming) note that estimating the controlled direct effect

relies on exclusion restrictions similar to the IE assumption in that they require informational

manipulations to affect only the mediator of interest.

7 Limitations of Different Designs

The evidence from the preceding studies suggests that ENE designs, when feasible, are generally

the best strategy for promoting information equivalence. Nevertheless, it is also clear that neither

the CC nor the ENE design is a panacea, and the most effective design depends on the study and

its QOIs. Below, we discuss the limitations of each design in turn.
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7.1 Limitations of covariate control
While CC did not achieve IE in our examples, it did reduce imbalance on those background

features thatwere specified. Is the solution thensimply todeviseextremelydetailed scenarios that

specify everypossiblebackground feature?Onepotential problemwith this strategy is respondent

exhaustion or satisficing (Krosnick 1999; but see Bansak et al. 2018). A more fundamental limit,

however, is whatmight be termed the plausibility constraint: as the number of controls increases,

so too does the probability of a vignette that is implausible to respondents. As in observational

studies, the more variables we control for, the more likely it is for a counterfactual to go beyond

the support of the data (King and Zeng 2006). There is, for example, simply no empirical referent

for a Western European democracy that uses Sharia law for criminal proceedings. Researchers

can prune away implausible vignettes (Hainmueller, Hopkins, and Yamamoto 2014, 20), but as the

number of control variables increases the subset of plausible combinations will tend to become

smaller.

A related strategy is to use a proper-noun vignette: specifying a real-world referent in the

scenario, thus implicitly controlling for an almost infinite number of background attributes. For

example, in another survey experiment we provided selective information about a country’s past

foreign-policy behavior; in one version the country was identified as Iran. We (Renshon, Dafoe,

and Huth 2018) found that naming the country reduced imbalance on background attributes

such as the country’s regime type, but it did not eliminate it. This is likely to always be the case

since the vignette is a hypothetical, allowing for the possibility of other unspecified changes in

background covariates. Violations of IE will likely be more severe the less respondents know

about the real-world referent, since then respondents will infer more about background features

from the treatment prompt (Z ). A variant of this strategy that avoids hypotheticals, which we

label a selective-history design (Dafoe and Weiss 2018; Weiss and Dafoe 2018), entails selectively

informing or reminding the respondent about certain facts of a historical episode. Such a strategy

has promise, but it is limited by the kinds of scenarios generated by the real world and can still

induce IE violations if respondents are not perfectly informed about history.

CC can create or amplify bias from IE violations as well as reduce it. The most obvious way

it can do so is, for a realistic Bayesian respondent, by unintentionally controlling for real-world

consequences of the factor of interest, leading to biases akin to selection bias in observational

studies. Further, as in observational studies (Middleton et al. 2016), controlling for even pre-

treatment background characteristics can amplify bias in survey-experimental estimands. For

intuition on this point, consider a CC version of the democratic peace experiment that specifies

that the scenario takes place in the Middle East. For realistic Bayesian subjects, this geographic

control would increase imbalance on beliefs regarding religion because the negative correlation

between democracy and being majority-Muslim is even stronger in the Middle East than in the

world as a whole. In short, CC provides no general solution to the problem of IE violations.

7.2 Limitations of embedded natural experiments
ENEs have their own limitations. First, just as valid real-world natural experiments are hard to

find, so is it hard to construct plausible ENEs that generate large enough effects on treatment (IV

bias being larger for weak instruments). For example, we could not think of a plausible strong

natural experiment for which the “democracy” level would be a country like Belgium and the

“nondemocracy” level a country like Egypt (let alone North Korea), because the real world has

not produced and is not likely to produce such interventions. This limitation can be understood

as an instance of the plausibility constraint.

A second concern is that ENE designs only allow us to estimate a narrow estimand—the effects

for a narrowly defined set of scenarios—and not the general causal estimand the researchersmay

have had in mind. In the democratic peace study, our ENE only allows us to estimate the effect
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for the kinds of countries and manipulations that fit the ENE scenario. This is a local causal effect

because it captures the average effect among only those countries that fit the ENE. Consistent

with this concern, our respondents report perceiving the ENE scenario to bemuchmore typical of

the Middle East and North Africa than Western Europe (see SI, Appendix G, Figure 12). Relatedly,

the effects identified by an ENE may be specific to the particular manipulation. For example, if

Americans are especially concerned about leaders of fragile democracies, our democratic peace

ENEestimand (theeffect of democracy in countries prone to coupattempts)maybequitedifferent

fromthat inotherkindsof countries. It is evenpossible forENEs to introduce their own IEviolations

if the cause of interest in the scenario is “bundled” with other causes. For example, it may be that

surviving an assassination attempt makes the surviving leader more sympathetic to subjects, in

addition to changing respondents’ beliefs about the country’s regime type.

One way to mitigate the limitations of ENE designs is to employ several distinct ENEs. For

example, to address the above concern that sympathy or a related mechanism (independent of

regime type) accounts for the assassination results, we produced a version of the ENE in which

the assassination attempt was against a dictator, and when successful led to democratization,

inverting the effect of assassination on regime type. The effect of Z onY similarly flipped, leading

to a similar (slightly larger) estimate of the effect ofD (the CACE; see SI, Appendix G, Figure 32). In

any case, researchers employing ENEs should explicitly discuss how the distinctiveness of the ENE

manipulation and the “localness” of the estimand qualifies the interpretation of their findings.

AlthoughCCdesignsmay seemtoavoid the localness limitationsof ENEs, theyprobably donot.

After controlling for sufficient details and retaining only plausible combinations, a superficially

general scenario will, in fact, be restricted to a limited region of the covariate space, namely the

space for which there is variation in the treatment (cf. Aronow and Samii 2016). If the covariates

are sufficient to identify the effect ofD , then the scenario will be limited to comparisons in which

the causal factor of interest is independent of background causes ofY . We see this in our study:

as in the ENE design, respondents in the basic and CC designs found the scenario much more

typical of theMiddleEast andNorthAfrica thanWesternEurope (SI, AppendixG, Figure 12). Though

CC scenarios may seem abstract and general, if they have enough detail to control important

background characteristics then respondents are likely to be drawing strong inferences about the

kinds of units in the scenario. The same problem arises if we use proper nouns (“Iran”) in our

CC design since we will be restricted to those proper nouns for which both counterfactuals are

somewhat plausible. Localness, in short, may be a fundamental feature of survey experiments.

8 Conclusion and Recommendations

Awell-implemented experiment allows us to identify the causal effect of thatwhichwas randomly

assigned. But we usually want to go beyond that to identify the effect of some specific causal

factor: the active drug in a medicine, not a placebo effect induced by the pill itself. To do so we

must assume that the experimental effect only operates through the intended causal channel.

Assumptions, however, can and should be tested. The results of these placebo tests can then be

used to improve experimental design.

In this paper we did this for scenario-based survey experiments: articulating the necessary

assumptions, theorizing how they are likely to be violated, examining their testable implications,

and evaluating the performance of several experimental designs. We found that IE violations are

common. Further, we showedhow respondent updating has a specific structurewhichwe can use

to anticipate and prevent IE violations. In some respects, the nature of the problem and solutions

bears a close similarity to the problem of and solutions for confounding in observational studies.

Best practice for survey experiments accordingly resembles best practice for observational

studies. Specifically, we recommend the following:
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(1) State your QOI and theorize about information equivalence. Think clearly about

what real-world counterfactual you are trying to reproduce. What set of background

characteristics need to be held fixed for this to succeed? What background characteristics

are correlated in the realworldwith treatment, and thus aremost at risk of being influenced

by your survey manipulation?

(2) Measure your causal factor. This can be used to evaluate the assumption of a monotonic

first stage, to estimate complier average treatment effects, and to understand the kinds of

variation inD that are informing your estimates.

(3) Employ a credible design. Find a credible hypothetical natural experiment that you can

embed into your scenario, and for which the resulting causal effect is relevant.

(4) Control covariates. If you cannot employ an ENE, employ CC designs to rule out at least

some sources of IE violations.

(5) Diagnose violations of IE. Employ placebo tests to evaluate whether IE seems plausible,

and if not, why not.

(6) Theorize the bias. Formally or informally reason through the direction and size of biases

likely to come from the violations of IE. A causal estimate will be more compelling if you

can persuasively argue that the bias is likely to be small or in the opposite direction as your

prediction.

(7) Qualify your inferences.Acknowledge the remaining risk of violations of IE. Recognize that

your estimated causal effects are local to the kinds of scenarios that you presented and the

respondents’ inferences about the context of the scenario.

Survey experiments are valuable tools for social science. They permit the study of important

causal questions that are otherwise elusive. But random assignment alone does not free scholars

from the need to think carefully about identifying their QOIs.

Supplementary Materials

For supplementary materials accompanying this paper, please visit https://doi.org/10.1017/

pan.2018.9.
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